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Pakistan Election 2018
Need Political Party Ticket for Member National Assembly
Tahir Jamil Chaman Park Nayya Pull, Canal Bank Mughalpura Lahore

Mobile: 0335-0172202, 0312-6891000
Dear Party Leaders, kindly allocate me party ticket for national assembly seat for the up-coming Pakistan
general election 2018. Kindly select me on merit based on my diverse knowledge, many services for the
humanity in general, long experience and wide-ranging skills. Being known as impartial fair person, I also
present my name for interim caretaker government. Please start a new great tradition of selection based on
merit to provide dynamic leaders from poor & middle class for our country Pakistan, facing so many crises. I
assure you that I can let your party win extra crucial election seats.
Please support me for the seat in parliament (Senate, Congress, National Provincial assembly, House of
Representatives) on the basis of sound reasons. My services for the country & humanity are explained on
this website articles. Sadly, no political leader takes political decision on merit but consider their relationship.
World and Pakistan will witness greatness of a party leader who prove that it is not nepotism, relationship or
money but merit is the only criterion for the selection. I hope any good leader will break long record of
traditional politics based on petty personal interests and will take this revolutionary step in the broader benefit
of general masses of this country and global community. My manifesto is based on people’s own needs. I do
not want to benefit special sector of society e.g. benefit only government servants by raising salaries, which
constitute 5-10 percent of population or providing jobs to specific limited numbers of favorite people. My aim
is to take such measures which benefit overall population. I promise to diminish sales tax and other taxes,
decrease prices of gas, petrol diesel and electricity and to decrease general price hike especially of food
items and decreasing housing and house rent expenses. These measures will prosper general masses and
make common man’s life easy. It is human tendency to misuse powers unless some accountability is present.
It is the reason that every department including judiciary and military should be answerable. This situation
become even worse for oppressed people living miserable lives. In a country where only few hundred strong
families control all resources in Pakistan, impartiality is the most needed thing! I have mentioned all of my
services and working for the welfare and betterment of Pakistan and people at large. Given the situation, I
have made it clear that people like us cannot win elections under existing. So, I will join any political party if
leader of that political party provides me written confirmation for my future upcoming selection as a senator or
let me win confirm seat in the parliament with their support. Then people will see that I will prove my abilities
in the parliament.
I request political leaders around the world to approve my nomination as a member of parliament. There
is increasing demand of dynamic leadership from middle-class. Your party will be greatly benefited from my
policies, ideas and suggestion. I can play vital role in the development of progress of the country. It is due to my
wide-spread understanding. I have wide ranging, diverse and versatile skills. I am completely corruption free,
honest and trusted man. I always keep my words once I make commitment or sign any agreement. My interaction
with wide sector of society over Internet including Facebook and other major websites combined with my writing
skills will greatly benefit your party. I have wide ranging, diverse and versatile knowledge and skills. Welfare of
families and people are the cornerstone of my politics. I am very intuitive, talented and creative. I quickly
understand issues and problems and develop quick solutions. So, I am dynamic and revolutionary man full of
courage and determination. My knowledge and understanding spread across all issues and problems within
Pakistan and around the world. You can imagine my intelligence by this that on media or at any other forum I can
discuss issues with top level secretaries, policy makers and technocrats and I can carry my point. Since I am
technocrat, writer, thinker and intellectual so please nominate me as a Senator or for party ticket in National
Assembly. Your selection would be considered purely on merit and it would be appreciated worldwide. I am
waiting for call for appointment with any righteous party leader!

